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Cedar Ridge Leather Works
Back Quivers

*** SPECIAL NOTE ABOUT THE PROPER DESIGN AND FIT OF A BACK QUIVER***.

A back quiver should stay up on your shoulder so you can easily reach and pull arrows out.Â If it slides down
your back you will have to reach back with your bow hand and push the quiver up so yoÂ can reach the
arrows.
A back quiver should stay open at the top so arrows can be replaced without having to turn your head to find
the opening... it should also stay open at the bottom so large tipped arrows like broadheads and judo points
have room.
A well designed quiver will crush in the middle... this is what keeps your arrows quiet and keeps them from
sliding out when you bend over.
Lining the inside of the quiver with fleece is only for looks... it give very little help keeping arrows quiet if the
quiver is not properly designed.
All my back quivers have the above design features.Â I make them out of the same type of leather used to
make saddles... this leather is intended to be in the weather, stand sweat, and be used hard.
Big and roomy. These quivers have a specially designed shoulder strap that resists sliding. Stays up on the
shoulder for quick access to arrows.Â Each quiver depth is adjusted to properly fit your arrow length.
On left:Â Custom Supreme Rover Back Quiverâ€¦.just an example of a custom quiver per customers
request.
Deer Portrait on top overlay with initials on the pocket flap and buffalo skull carving on bottom overlay. Done
in Dark Brown.
Call for 615-351-5220 pricing on custom orders.
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Custom Supreme Rover
$345.00

Full Custom. Want to make a family heirloom? This is one that you will want to hang in the den and pass on.
The quiver is full hand carved and hand painted. [Product Details...]

Fish Scale Bare Bones
$300.00

This is a bare bones of the famous Fish Scale quiver [Product Details...]

Fish Scale Quiver
$325.00

This is a dramatic touch to any quiver.... fully tooled fish scale design on top, pocket flap, and bottom overlay.
[Product Details...]

The Hunter (no fringe)
$225.00

The Hunter (on left, without fringe) is a large roomy quiver made of tough leather. Holds up to 35 arrows
easily. [Product Details...]

The Rover (with fringe)
$250.00
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The Rover, (on right) sports extra long deer skin fringe giving this quiver a traditional look. It is at home at
tournaments or in the deep woods. Holds up to 35 arrows easily. [Product Details...]
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